
ON THE REAL PARTS OF THE ZEROS OF COMPLEX
POLYNOMIALS AND APPLICATIONS TO CONTINUED
FRACTION EXPANSIONS OF ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS

BY

EVELYN FRANK

1. Introduction. An arithmetic-algebraic process was given by Schur

[7](!) to determine whether a polynomial with complex coefficients

(1.1) P(z) m Aoz» + A1z-1 + • • ■ + An

is a Hurwitz polynomial(2). This method is extended in this paper to an algo-

rithm for counting the number of zeros of P(z) with positive and negative

real parts (§2). A different method for the determination of these numbers

has been given by Frank [3] and Bilharz [l] in terms of determinants and

another by Frank [3] in terms of continued fractions.

In §3, a method is given for the computation of the zeros of P(z) by an ap-

plication of the algorithm of §2 and the use of successive approximations.

A second application of the process of §2 is found in an extension of the

theory of Schur for continued fraction expansions of functions analytic in a

half-plane and of certain rational functions (§4).

In §5, a continued fraction expansion for functions analytic in i?(z)>0 is

obtained, and in §6 partial fraction expansions are found for rational func-

tions related to those discussed in §§4 and 5.

2. The real parts of the zeros of a complex polynomial. Let P(z) be the

polynomial (1.1) of degree » with complex coefficients, and

(2.1) P*(z)=P(-z),

where P(z) is obtained by the replacement of the coefficients of P(z) by their

complex conjugates.

The following lemma is used in the proofs of subsequent theorems.

Lemma 2.1. If\is an arbitrary constant such that | A | < 1, then the two poly-

nomials P(z) and P(z)Jr\P*(z) vanish the same number of times in R(z)>0

and in R(z)<0(*).

Presented to the Society, August 23, 1946, and November 30, 1946; received by the editors

September 8, 1946.
(') Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper.

(2) A polynomial whose zeros all have negative real parts.

(3) If |\| =1, the zeros of P(z)+\P*(z) are all on the imaginary axis, and if |X| >1, the

polynomials P*(z) and P(z) +XP*(z) vanish the same number of times in each half-plane.

Lemma 2.1 is an immediate consequence of a theorem of Rouché, Mémoire sur la série de La-

grange, J. École Polytech. vol. 22 (1862) pp. 193-224.
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Proof. For | X | < 1, the zeros of the polynomial

Px(z) = P(z) + \P*(z)

are continuous functions of X. Consider the case R(z)>0. The number of

zeros in R(z) >0 can change only if a zero crosses the imaginary axis. Then,

for Z\ = ib, since

(2.2) \P(ib)\=\P*(ib)\,

P\(zi)=P(zi)+\P*(zi) =0, and consequently |P(zi)| < |P*(zi)|, in contradic-

tion to (2.2). Therefore the polynomials P(z) and P(2)+XF*(z) vanish the

same number of times in F(z)>0. A similar proof holds for the number of

zeros in R(z) <0.

It may be remarked that the polynomials P(z) and P(z) +XF*(z) also van-

ish the same mimber of times in each quadrant of the complex plane.

Theorem 2.1. If £ is a complex constant such that

(2.3) \P*(0\>\P(£)\,

then the polynomial of degree n — 1,

P*(S)P(z) - P(0P*(z)
(2.4) Pl(z) m

t

has one zero less than P(z) with real part of the same sign as R(£) and the same

number of zeros as P(z) with real parts of opposite sign to R(i-).

Proof. By Lemma 2.1 and condition (2.3), the polynomial

G(z) m P*(Ç)P(z) - P(t)P*(z)

has the same number of zeros as P(z) in R(z) >0 and in R(z) <Q. Also, G(z)

has a zero z = £. Consequently

G(z)
Pito =

Î

is a polynomial with zeros distributed in R(z) >0 and in R(z) <0 as stated in

the theorem.

As a special case of Theorem 2.1, Schur [7] proved the following.

Theorem 2.2. If F(£)<0, the polynomial (1.1) is then and only then a

Hurwitz polynomial if (2.3) holds and the polynomial (2.4) of degree n — \ is

a Hurwitz polynomial.

If the modulus of the polynomial P(z) is regarded as the product of a posi-

tive constant times the product of the lengths of the vectors from z to its

zeros, one concludes immediately that if (2.3) holds for £ = a+i&, then for
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£l=-ö+i&,

(2.5) |**(tó|<|Pftl)|.

For z = ib, (2.2) holds. Therefore, any value £, not a zero of P(z) or P*(z), for

which (2.3) holds may be used to obtain P\(z).

If the polynomial P(z) does not have pure imaginary zeros or pairs of

zeros of the form +oij-\-ißj, by a repetition of the process of Theorem 2.1 on

the polynomial Pi(z), and this again on the resulting polynomial Pi(z) of

degree » — 2, after n steps, Pn(z) = constant is obtained. Then the number of

zeros of the original polynomial P(z) with positive real parts and the number

with negative real parts are equal to the numbers of constants £,• with posi-

tive and negative real parts, respectively.

If P(z) has p zeros which are either pure imaginary or are in pairs of the

form +ctj-\-ißj, or both, then the above recurrent process leads, after n — p

steps, to a polynomial Pn-P(z) with zeros ¿y* and/or ±ay+t/3,- since the poly-

nomials P(z), Pi(z), • • • , Pn-p(z) all have these zeros. This step is reached

if for every £,

(2.6) |P*(Ö| =|P(Ö|.

In this case, by the substitution z' = z+e, where e is an arbitrarily small posi-

tive real number, the number of zeros on the imaginary axis are easily dis-

tinguished from the pairs of zeros +ctj-\-ißj. Here these pairs remain sepa-

rated by the imaginary axis, while the pure imaginary zeros are in R(z') >0.

These results may be summarized in the following rule.

Rule. The number of zeros of P(z) with positive real parts and the number

with negative real parts are equal to the numbers of constants £,■ with positive and

negative real parts, respectively, which are used by a repetition of the process of

Theorem 2.1. If some polynomial Pn^p(z) is reached in the recurrent process such

that (2.6) holds for every £, then after the substitution z'=z+e, where e is an

arbitrarily small positive real number, the process may be carried out on Pn-P(z')

in order to find the total number of positive and negative real parts of P(z).

3. The computation of the zeros of a complex polynomial. The method

of §2 will now be applied to the actual computation of the zeros of P(z).

By Horner's method the polynomials P(z — c) are formed and by the algo-

rithm of §2 the number of zeros of P(z) on either side of the line R(z) =c are

counted. If c is varied successively, a zero of P(z — c) can be made to fall on

the imaginary axis by the method of §2. The best values c to be used at each

step of the computation may be found by interpolation between those for

which there is a change in the number of zeros on each side of the imaginary

axis of z'=z — c. When the best value of c is found (if the value of c is not

exact, as in the example below) and the corresponding value of d is computed

as the zero of Pn-i, the zero of P(z) is approximately c+id. One may obtain

a better approximation by forming P[z—(c+id)], and equating to zero the
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linear term of this polynomial. This correction, as' in Homer's method, may

be added to the value of c-\-id to give a better approximation to the zero. A

still better approximation may be found by use of the second degree term of

P[z-(c+id)].

The computation may be arranged as shown in the following example.

Let P(z)=2z3+(l+i)z2 + (l+i)z+(-l+i). By the rule of §2 it is found

that P(z) has two zeros with negative real parts and one with positive real

part. To compute this latter zero, the polynomials P(z — c) and the corre-

sponding polynomials Pi(z — c) and P2(z —e) are formed, and c varied until

at the last step P(z — c) has two zeros to the left of the line R(z) =c and one

zero on R(z) =c. For this value of c = .5, we find the zero of P2(z —.5), namely

d= — .5, as follows:

P(z): l+i

1

z

l+i

l+i/2

z°

-l+i

1+3Í/4

LL

2+i

1

2+3Í/2

3/2 + Í/2

7*/4

3 + i

1

P(z-.5):

P*(z-.5):

Pi(a-.5):

Pftz-.S):

P2(z-.5):

4+t

4+i

4-t

8

8

7/2+2*

7/2+2*

-7/2+2Í

14+4*

— 14+4*

4

7i/4

-7i/4

7i(«)

-7i

2*

P(-l-.5):

P*(-l-.5):

Pi(-l-.5):

P!*(-l-.5):

-3(l-i/2)/2

19(1 —*/2)/2
-3(2 -i)

11(2 — *)

The zero of P(z) with positive real part is therefore equal to .5 — .5i.

4. Functions analytic in a half-plane. The class A of functions/(z) which

are analytic and have moduli less than or equal to one for F(z)>0 is first

considered.

By the transformation w = o-(z+£)/(z — £), F(£) <0,<r = l, which maps the

interior of the unit circle on R(z) >0, the theory of Schur [ó] (cf. also Wall [8]

and Geronimus [5]) may be carried over directly to functions analytic in

P(z)>0 (or by other similar transformations to any half-plane). Under this

transformation, then, to each function/(z) there is related a finite or infinite

sequence of Schur-type functions f(z), fi(z), f2(z), • • • , also of the class A,

between which there exist the recurrence relations

(4) To simplify the computation, all common constant factors of Pi(js) and P*¡(z) may be

dropped.
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(4.1) /fc+1     <r(z + f)(l - ykfk) ' " (« - 8 - <ry*/*+i(z + I) '

t* = /*(- D; ¿ = 0, 1, 2, • • • .

If the sequence is infinite, the parameters y& are such that |y*| <1, ¿=0, 1,

2, • • • ; if the sequence is finite, \yk\ <1, ¿=0,1, • • • , n — 1, |y»| =1- In the

linear transformations

,     .        7*(z - Ö - <r(z + ï)i
S  =  Sk(z, t)

(z - Ö - <ry*(z + |)i

of the ¿-plane into the s-plane, if P(z)>0, then |/[ =1 implies \s\ ¿I. Also

for the product Sk(z, t) =s0Si • • • sk(z, t),

(4.2) |S*(z,/)| = l

for F(z)>0 and \t\ ¿1. The product Sk(z, t) may be written in the form

, (s + fMi-l-roh    ■ -*    (« + fMi -I 7i I2)
7o T-:-      -      -:-

(z + Öo-fo        -    7i    +        (z + £)<m - • • •

z-t     (g + IMl -It. I2)      *-£

—     7*    + (z + Do-fA —      t

For the infinite sequence the function/(z) in 4 is defined for z in R(z) >0

by

(4.4) /(z) = limS*(8,fc),

and the limit exists uniformly over every bounded closed domain in R(z) >0.

The tk are any sequence of functions with moduli not greater than 1 (Wall

[8]). For the finite sequence, the function/(z) is defined by Sn(z, yH). Schur

proved that this case occurs if and only if f(z) is a rational function of a par-

ticular form (cf. [6, p. 208]). We shall now prove the analogous theorem

where/(z) is a function of the class A by use of Theorem 2.2.

Theorem 4.1. There is an integer n for which

(4.5) | 701 < 1,  | 7i | < 1, •• • ,  |7n-i| < 1,  | 7» | = 1

and the sequence of functions fk+i (4.1) is finite if and only iff(z) is a rational

function of the form

(4'.6) /(z) = e -^-, I « I - 1, P*to = P(- «),
P*(z)

where P*(z) is a polynomial of degree n, vanishes only in R(z) <0, and for some

constant £, where F(£) <0, P*( — |) =a, a positive real constant, and a = \. The
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function f(z) may also be expressed in the form

A   - * + 0v*I1 ...
„_i     z + p,

where R(-ßv)<0 andJl%1(-l+ßv)=a.

Proof. If/(z) is of the form (4.6), it belongs to the class A since P*(z)?*0

for R(z)>0. To show that it can be expressed as a finite continued fraction

of the form (4.3), where the 7* satisfy conditions (4.5), we note first that it

may be thus expressed for » = 0, since then \f(z)\ = | e| =1. If, however, »>0,

let

P,(z)        Po*(-l)    (*-Ö(Yo-/o)
fi(z) = e

where

Pi*(z)      P.*(-í)   (z + í)(l-fo/o)

7o=/o(-|),        7o =/»(-«.

Since Po*( -1) = a, where P=Po, then P0*( -1) = P0*( - Ö =a. Since | P0*( - ö|

> | Po( —Ö| i we have |-y0¡ <1. Then by Theorem 2.2, Pi*(z) is a polynomial

of degree w — 1 and cannot vanish in i?(z)>0, and P\(z) is also a polynomial

of degree « — 1 which does not vanish in R(z) <0. The function/i(z) is there-

fore of the same form as f(z) and belongs to the class A. By forming all the

functions

,    ,,        P*-i(«)      PK-t)   («-Ö(-r»-/Q
(4.7) /*+i(z) = « = ^—;-— • -—— ;

Pt*+i(z)        P**(- Ö   (z + 0(1 - 7*/*)

¿ = 0, 1, • • • , h- 1,

where

(4.8) 7k=fk(-Í),       f*-/»(-Ö,

since Po*( — |)=a, P**( — Ö =P**( — Ö, we obtain a finite sequence of functions

(4.1), each of the classa, with |/„| = |7„| = |e| =1, cr = l. Thus a terminating

continued fraction expansion of the form (4.3) is obtained for f(z).

If, conversely, /(z) is a function of the class A with parameters yk which

satisfy conditions (4.5), then fn(z) =7„, where |7„| =1. It has been shown

above that/p+i = ePî,+i(z)/PÎJ'U(.i(z), where Pp*+i(z) is a polynomial of degree

n-p-í, PP*+i(-í)=P3,*+i(-o, and P*+1(z)^0 for P(z)>0. Then

.        (* - Ö7p - (z + I)/p+i P,(»)
/„ - - —-—    — = e

(*-€)-(« + f)f fl/p+i        Pp*(s)

where
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p/O) = (* - ÖP/+ito - «(» + DfpPp+ito-

This polynomial is of degree n — p and satisfies the condition P/( —{)

-?/(-©• By Theorem 2.2, Pp*(z)^0 for P(z)>0. Thus the properties

which hold for Pp*+x(z) also hold for Pp*(z), and by a continuation of this argu-

ment they also hold for P*(z). Therefore/(z) must be of the form (4.6).

We remark that a necessary and sufficient condition for a rational function

f(z) =B(z)/A(z), where B(z) and A(z) are polynomials of degree n and A(z) does

not vanish in R(z)>0, to have a continued fraction expansion of the form (4.3)

is that

A(z)A*(z) - B(z)B*(z) = ¿,

where k is a non-negative real constant. The proof is entirely analogous to that

found in [6] for the case \z\ <1.

A finite continued fraction expansion for a larger class of rational func-

tions than that found by Schur is obtained in the following theorem by the

application of the algorithm of Theorem 2.1.

Theorem 4.2. The constants 7* satisfy (4.5) and the sequence of functions

,    „ . (z - £*)(y* -/*)
(4-9) /*+i = -—>

<Jk(z + £*)(1 -ykfk)

7* = /*(— h), I o-k I = 1, ¿ = 0, 1, •■•,«- 1,

is finite if and only iff(z) is a rational function of the form (4.6), where P*(z)

is a polynomial of degree «.

Proof. The proof follows in exactly the same way as that of Theorem 4.1,

with the exception that the £k are chosen as any complex constants such that

P/(£*)^0 and I ?/(-€*)I >|7*(-€*)|. Here ?/(-$*)/P/(-f*W». Con-
sequently at each step of the recurrent process, according to Theorem 2.1, a

polynomial of one lower degree is obtained in the numerator and denominator

of the rational function.

The finite continued fraction which is obtained in this case is of the form

,   (z + loMl - I 70 I2)       z - fo       (z + |iVi(l - I 7112)
y d -|-        -;-

(z + fo)<To7o —      71      + (z + |iVi7i

(4'10) Z-Êl (z + ën-lV„-l(l-l7n-ll2) Z - t_l

—        72 +  • •  •   + (Z + |n-l)o»-l7n-l — 7»

' We remark that if £ in Theorem 4.1 is chosen so that R(Ç) <0 but P*( —|)

j±a, then the continued fraction expansion for the function (4.6) takes the

form (4.10) with all £* = £.

On the basis of the results of Schur outlined here, we shall now obtain a

continued fraction expansion for functions analytic in P(z)>0. This extends
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the expansions found in [8] for functions with only positive real parts.

5. A continued fraction expansion for functions analytic in P(z)>0. Let

B denote the class of all functions F(z)(&) which are analytic in P(z)>0 and

are equal to unity for z= — |, P(Ö <0. If

«i>        »^    Ao(z-e + (z±m¡¡)        ■•* \^* . _ (« + *)/(*)
(5.1) F(Z)=T7-3¡-,    ,  ,w, x' |Ao| = 1,A0?í—-—-,

Ao(z -{)-(« + Ö/W (z - £)

there is a one-to-one correspondence between the functions/(z) of the class A

and the functions F(z) of the class B, since

|a„|>-|(z + £)/(z)/(z-ö|2
P(P(z)) =

Ao - (z + |)/(z)/(z - 0 I*

Then P(P(z))>0 if |A„| > | (z+l)/(z)/(z-ö|, P(P(z))<0 if |A0| <|(z+£)
•/(z)/(z-ö| andP(^(z))=OifjAo| =|(z+j)/(z)/(z-ö|.

A continued fraction expansion for functions of the class B is obtained by

a process similar to that outlined in [8} for functions analytic in a certain

domain and with positive real parts. The functions hk(z, t) are defined by

means of the relation

A* — fk(z, t)
(5.2) hk(z,t)=--^-,     * = 0, 1, ••-,*,

A* + (z + ©/»(*, t)/(z -Q 'P'

where the constants Ai are to be determined. By substitution of the values

of/* from (4.1), then

A* — 7*

* ~ A* - A*+i(z + \)/(z - Q + hk+i(Ak+i + 7*)(« + ©/(« - Ö

Ak — 7*
A*+i =-—-1 A = 0, 1, •••,/>- 1.

1 - A47*

Since/o(z, f)=Sp(z, <),

Ao — Sp
ho

Ao + (z + $)SP/(z - Ö

Ao — 7o

A„ - Ai(« + |)/(z - Ö + *i(Ai + 7o)(z + |)/(8 - {)

On multiplying both sides of this equation by 2(z + £)/( — ¿ — |), adding 1 to

(5) The functions ^(z) are generalizations of the Carathéodory functions [l] (transformed

from the unit circle to the right half-plane) which are regular in and on the unit circle, have

positive real parts for these values, and have F(0) = 1.
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both sides, and taking reciprocals, one obtains

Ao+5P(z, t)(z + p/(z-k)

A0-SP(z, <)(z + í)/(z-í)

z + (I - 8/2 (z + l)(z - £)(Ao - 70)

- (i + f)/2  + A„(z - © - Ai(z + |) + hx(z + {) (A! + 70)

Since fp(z, t) —t,

K-t
K =
*      Ap + t(? + |)/(z - Ö

If the 7p form an infinite sequence, for t = tp=AP,hp =0. Then by (5.3)

Ao + 5p(z,fp)(z + |)/(z-8

A„ - Sp(z, tp)(z + |)/(« - {)

is the (j> + l)th approximant of the continued fraction expansion

z + (I - 8/2       (z + |)(z-8(Ao-7o)

- (Í + 8/2    +   Ao(z - 8 - Ax(z + 8

(z + 8(z-8(Ai + 7o)(A!-7i)

+ Aj(z - 8 - A2(z + 8 + • ■ • ,

and, by (4.2) and (4.4),

,.     A» + SP(z, tp)(z + 8/(z - 8       A„ +/o(z + 8/(z - 8      „/s
lim —-= - = riz)
v~~ Ao - SP(z, tp)(z + 8/(z - 8       Ao - /o(z + 8/(z - 8

uniformly over any bounded closed domain in R(z) >0. If the yv form a finite

sequence, then

Ao+S„(z,7n)(z + 8/(z-8
F(z) =

A„-S„(z,7»)(z + 8/(z-8

a function of the class B, is equal to a finite continued fraction expansion of

the form (5.4).

Conversely, for every function F(z) there is determined uniquely an in-

finite or terminating continued fraction (5.4). Consequently, the following

theorem holds.

Theorem 5.1. The finite or infinite continued fraction (5.4) converges uni-

formly over every bounded closed domain in R(z) >0 to a function which is ana-

lytic in R(z) >0. Conversely, any function which is analytic for R(z) >0 is the

value of a uniquely determined infinite or terminating continued fraction of the

form (5.4).
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For the special case A0=l, |A*| =1, k = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , Theorem 5.1 reduces

after some transformations to the theorem in [8].

In order to obtain expansions of the form (5.4) for F(z), it is not neces-

sary to choose £ so that F( — |) = 1, but merely so that P(ö <0.

6. Partial fraction expansions for certain rational functions. The fu nctions

01(z)=[l-/1(z)]/[l+/1(z)]for

"     z + oiv P(z) . .    .
h(z) = el| = e ——,        I w„| < 1,  | «| = 1,

r=l    1  + WrZ Q(Z)

are rational functions which have a partial fraction expansion of the form

A       z + e„
<¡>i(z) = bi — ¿_, rv-,

v=l Z 6V

where b is real, the e„ are the zeros of eP(z)+Q(z) and are different from each

other, | e„| =1, and the rv are positive real numbers (cf. Schur [6]). We shall

now find the particular form which the analogous partial fraction expansion

takes for the functions

X - f(z)
(6.1) *(*)

X + /(«)

where X is a complex constant, and

P(z) »    - z + j8, . _
(6-2)     /(2) = e isà -e n TT^r '     'ÉI= *• p*iz) = ?("z)'

r*(z) „=i    z + Pv

where P*(z) is a polynomial of degree ».

Theorem 6.1. The zeros ev of

Hz) = XP* + eP

are different provided

(,.3> £ -^±*-^*0.
p-i  — «» + e»(/3p — /3p) + (3^,,

Then, if
(6.4) (i) Xy^e, and n  is  odd, or   (ii) Xy^ — «, a»á » M ece», <Ac rational

functions (6.1) are expressible in a partial fraction expansion

(6.5) (/>(z) = c — J2 rv-,
»=i       z — i,

where for |X| =1 iAe constants c and the rv are pure imaginary, while for |x| 5^1

fÄese values are in general of the form a-\-ib, where a, b^O. If (6.4) (i) or (ii)
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does not hold, the functions (6.1) may be written in the form

(6.6) *(s) = Q(z) + c - "¿ r,---,

where the constants c and the rv are pure imaginary and Q(z) is a polynomial of

degree k with coefficients of the terms of even degree pure imaginary and coeffi-

cients of the terms of odd degree real numbers.

Proof. Let us consider first the case where conditions (6.4) hold and

|X| =1. We may write <p(z) = [XP*-eP]/[XP*+eP]. By Lemma 2.1, the zeros

6» of \[/(z) all lie on the imaginary axis. Since XP*(ec) + eP(e„) =0,

*'(«.) -XP*'(e„)   .   €i"(«.)

eP(ev) XP*(e.)
(6.7)

A _ /3p + i8p

+ í£M_¿(_    i    + _L_)
«P(«t>) p-i \    «» + ßp       «r — /3p/

p-i       — (v + íi>(/3p — ßp) + /Sp^p

If R(ßp) >0, this number is real and negative. Then ^'(e„) is not zero, and the

e„ are all different from each other. Since we may write

XP* - tP »        z + e„
(6.8) —- = c-£r„

XP* + íP ZÍ      z - c,

then

XP*(é.) - íP(e.)        - 2íP(í.)
Z€u7 t)

XP*'(í.) + (P'(u) ^(c)

and the /•„ are pure imaginary numbers. If in (6.8) we substitute z = *5 (differ-

ent from e„), where 5 is real, the expression on the left and every term on the

right become pure imaginary. Consequently c is pure imaginary. From (6.7)

we see that the restriction R(ßp)>0 may be replaced by condition (6.3).

If |X| i4l, the £„ aie in general complex numbers. If (6.3) holds, the above

argument shows that c and the rv are in general also of the form a-\-ib, where a,

MO.
If condition (6.4) (i) or (ii) does not hold, we may write

XP* - «P •=»     2 + «,
(6-9) .M  .    „ = Oto + c - £ r.

XP* + eP ,_i      z - e,

where Q(z) is the quotient obtained by long division in the left-hand side of

(6.9) until a remainder of the same degree as the divisor is obtained, and is a

polynomial of degree k with coefficients of even powers of z pure imaginary

and coefficients of odd powers real. By the same argument as above for

|X| = 1, we see that c and the rv are pure imaginary.
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A continued fraction expansion for the function <p(z) may be written in

the form

2        X
4>(z) = 1-,

1 +/(z)

where/(z) is the continued fraction (4.10).

We now consider the functions of §5,

Ap(z - Ö + (z + !)/(«) I a  I * i
F(z) = T7-«—TXT^TT' I A» | ^ l,

Ao(z - Í) - (z + ©/(*)

where/(z) is given by (6.2). If we write

iPi(z) z + |
(6.10) X(z) = - —j{ =-;/(«),

Pi*(z) z - £

then

Ao - x(z)
(6.11) P(z) =

Ao + x(z)

which is of the form (6.1). Consequently Theorem 6.1 applies to the functions

F(z) with X replaced by A0, f(z) by x(z)> and « by « + 1.
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